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In the preceding article “The closure of a class of colimits” by M.H. Albert and G.M. Kelly, 
the authors were unable, except in one special case, to answer the following question. Let an 
indexing type (lr for colimits be such that every category admitting all #-indexed cohmits for Cp 
in some class @ also admits $-indexed colimits; need a functor which preserves all @-indexed 
colimits also preserve $-indexed ones? Without settling the question, the present authors give 
two more positive results in this direction, including an affirmative answer when @-indexed 
colimits are conical. 
1. Introduction 
We suppose the reader is familiar with the Albert-Kelly paper [l] of the title, 
whose notation we use. Given a class Cp of indexing types, those authors define 
two ‘closures Qt and cft” of @D; an indexing type $J : $““--+ “Y lies in Qi’ if every 
cli-cocomplete ~4 is also $-cocomplete, while cf/ lies in @* if it lies in @’ and if, 
moreover, every @-cocontinuous H : d -3 93 is also $-cocontinuous; clearly @* C 
Qif. They determine CD* completely: $ E P$ lies in CD* if and only if it lies in the 
closure of the representables 2 C P$ under @-colimits in P2; but they are unable 
to decide whether @’ = @* > even in the case y = Set of ordinary locally-small 
categories. Their single positive result in this direction concerns the case where 
rC, : ~Op-+ ‘V is the functor Al constant at the terminal object 1 of ‘V; they prove 
that 
Al : ,$ Op--+ V lies in @* if it lies in @+ . (1.1) 
The present authors are, like those of [l], unable to decide whether sfi’ = @*, 
even when 7f = Set. The idea we had for proving equality here does not work; yet 
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it does so in part, and accordingly gives partial results, in the sense that (1.1) 
above is a partial result. It is these that we present here: they are of some interest 
in themselves; they provide evidence beyond (1.1) in favour of the conjecture 
that 6’ = Q, *, at least for “Ir = Set; and perhaps they will stimulate others to settle 
the matter. For the case Y” = Set, our results are the following: 
Theorem 1.1. We have @’ = @ * whenever each d, : X0”+= Set in di takes as values 
only non-empty sets. 
Theorem 1.2. For any class @ and any $ : 9” -+ Set that lies in @ ‘, a 
@-cocontinuous H : d--t $3 is ~-coco~tinuous if ~4 admits a terminal object. 
Of course Theorem 1.1 gives 
Corollary 1.3. We have c;D’ = @* whenever each d, E @ is Al : Ytop+ Set for some 
X. cl 
Note the total contrast between (1.1) and Corollary 1.3: in the former, Q, is 
arbitrary, but I,& E @’ is asserted to lie in @* only if Ji is of the form Al; in the 
latter, + is arbitrary but each $ E @ is to be of the form Al. 
We write only for the case ‘V = Set. We leave the reader to verify that the 
results extend, with essentially unchanged proofs, to the case where the initial 
object 0 of V differs from the terminal object 1, and is strictly initial in the internal 
sense, meaning that the internal horn [X, 01 is 0 whenever Xf 0; as when 7’ is 
categories, or groupoids, or Lawvere’s closed category of non-negative extended 
real numbers. Corollary 1.3, as is easily seen, is true under the weaker condition 
that 0 is strictly initial in the external sense, meaning that VO(X, 0) = 0 for X # O- 
provided that the identity object Z for the tensor product is the terminal object 1; 
so that Corollary 1.3 holds whenever V is Cartesian closed. 
2. The first part of the argument 
If we could associate to each functor H : d + 95’ a category %, in such a way 
that, for @-cocomplete ~4 and S?, the category % was ~-coGomplete if and only if 
H was @-cocontinuous, we should of course have shown that @* = bj”. We have 
not succeeded in doing this; but we obtain our partial results by associating to H 
the category %? which is the vertex of the universal lax cone of the form 
(2.1) 
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Concretely, Ce is the category whose objects are the disjoint union of those of L$ 
and those of 93, and which contains d and 93 as full subcategories with inclusions 
U and V, its other horn-sets being given by 
%(UA, VI?) = B(HA, B), %(VB, UA) = 0, (2.2) 
where 0 is the empty set; its law of composition is the evident one-the composite 
of f E %(lJA, VB) and g E %(UA’, UA) being the element f. Hg of B(HA’, B). 
The component A .:UA-+VHA of A is of course lE!B(HA,HA). 
The full subcategory 93 of (e is reflective; the reflexion into 93 of VB is 
1: VII+ VB, while that of UA is A, : UA+ VHA. Otherwise put, V has a left 
adjoint R : %Y -+ C?Zl with RV= 1 and RU = H; in fact R is nothing but the unique 
functor, which exists by the universal property of (2.1), that satisfies 
(2.3) 
Proposition 2.1. For a small X, let 4 : X0’ +- Set and T : X- d, and suppose that 
4 * T exists in Se. Then H preserves 4 * T if and only if U does so. 
Proof. If U preserves 4 * T so does H = RU, since R is a left adjoint. Suppose that 
H preserves $J * T; this is to say that the canonical map 
‘JfW(4 * 0, B)- prC(4, B(HT-, B)) , (2.4) 
corresponding by Yoneda to the map 4 + G!ZI(HT--, H(4 * T)) obtained by com- 
posing a( T-, 4 * T) -+ B(HT-, H(4 * T)) with the unit 4+d(T--, 4* T) of 
the representation 
a(4 * T, A) = PX(4, d(T--, A)), (2.5) 
is an isomorphism. Now consider the corresponding canonical map 
%(U(4 * T), C)+ P3”(4, ‘%(UT-, C)). When C = UA this reduces to the isomor- 
phism (2.5); when C = VB it reduces via (2.2) to the isomorphism (2.4). 0 
Proposition 2.2. Let &, %‘, and 5% be 4-cocomplete for some indexing type 
4 : .x”P -Set. Then H is 4-cocontinuous. 
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Proof. There is always a canonical comparison map # * UT-+ U(4 * T); since 
%?(VR, UA) = 0, the existence of such a map shows that $I * UT E & C ‘3. This 
implies (see [l, Lemma 2.21) that qb * T is preserved by U; so by Proposition 2.1 it 
is preserved by H. cl 
Remark 2.3. The reader will easily verify that, if we replace (2.1) by any of its 
three duals, obtained by reversing l-cells or 2-cells or both, the new Se so obtained 
fails to satisfy Proposition 2.2. That our present V need not be ds-cocomplete 
when d and !B are so and His @-cocontinuous, so that it can provide only partial 
results, is shown in Section 4 below. 
3. The remainder of the argument 
We consider an indexing type C#J : Ytop --$ Set, and define full subcategories At 
and jr/ of X by Jkt={kEX/#k#O) and N={kEX//k=O). Since a map 
f : n--t m in .%G gives a map 4f: #m -+ @z in Set, there can be no such f when 
FZ E A” and m E A!. Write J : Jlt + X for the inclusion, and c$’ for c$Jop :~#4 Op+ Set. 
Proposition 3.1. For any @: 5Yop-+ Set, the function [ZX”‘, Set](+, I,!J)+ 
[A”9 Set](+‘, $Jop), g’ tven by composition with J, is a bijection. 
Proof. The function is injective, since a natural transformation ty : c#J--+ Ifi is fully 
determined by its components CY,~ for m E JII, its component (Y,, : 4n 3 *n for 
IZ E K being forced because C#J~ = 0. It is also surjective, since any natural 
o:~‘-+J/Jop, when extended by defining (Y,, : c#~n -+ $n as we must, is indeed a 
natural transformation 0: : (b + Jt, the naturality condition being trivially satisfied 
because there are no maps IZ+ m with IZ E X and m E A. q 
When we apply this with $ = J$( T-, A) for some T : X+ d and some A E d, 
we conclude (compare [2, Section 4.51) that: 
~oposition 3.2. For any s$ and any T : YC-, ~4, we have 
either existing if the other does. If they do exist, a functor H : d-+ 5% preserves 
4 * T if and only if it preserves 4, * TJ. q 
Proposition 3.3. Let & and 3 be Cp-cocomplete, let H : si2-, 93 be &cocontinuous, 
let % be the category of (2.1) and (2.2), and let S : .%I-+ %?. Then if (1, * S exists and 
lies in 9 C %, it must be V(+ * RS). Conversely, V($I * RS) is 4 * S if and only if 
P~(~‘, %?(SJ-, UA)) = 0 for all A. (3.2) 
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This is certainly the case unless we have 
SJ= UP (3.3) 
for some P : .A! -+ d. When we do have (3.3), V(4 * RS) is 4 * S if and only if 
P&(4’, ti(P-, A)) = 0 for all A. (3.4) 
When (3.3) holds and (3.4) does not, 4 * S exists if and only if 4’ * P exists and is 
preserved by H; whereupon r$ * S = U(4’ * P). 
Proof. If 4 *S exists, we have 4 * RS E R(4 * S) since R is a left adjoint; if 
~*SE!J$CC,wehave+*S=VR(+*S), so that V(+ * RS) must be the colimit 
$*S. 
For this to be in fact the colimit, we need 
%(V(4 * RS), C) = PX(+, %(S-, C)) . (35) 
When C is of the form VZ?, the right side of (3.5) is isomorphic, since R -I V, to 
Px(+, W(RS-, R)), and hence to 98(+ * RS, B), which is also the left side of 
(3.5). When C is of the form UA, the left side of (3.5) is 0; thus V(4 * RS) is 
4 *S if and only if PX(+, %(S-, UA)) = 0 for each A. By Proposition 3.1, this 
reduces to (3.2). 
Since 4’rn # 0, while C(SJm, UA) = 0 if SJm lies in 3 C Ce, we certainly have 
(3.2) unless every SJm lies in d C %?; which is to say that SJ has the form (3.3). 
When SJ does have this form, (3.2) becomes (3.4). 
When (3.3) holds and (3.4) does not, then, if 4 * S exists it must have the form 
UA’ for some A’ E a. For UA’ to be in fact 4 * S we need %(UA’, C) s 
PX(+, %‘(S-, C)); the right side here being P&(4’, (e(SJ-, C)), what we need, in 
view of (3.3), is 
%(UA’, C) = P&(4’, %(UP-, C)) . (3.6) 
If we put C = UA here, (3.6) becomes 
&(A’, A) = P&(4’, &(P--, A)), 
showing that A’ must be 4’ * P. When 4 ’ * P does exist, we have (3.6) for 
C = UA; so that U(4’ * P) is 4 * S if and only if we have (3.6) for C = VB, which 
by (2.2) is to require B(H(4’* P), B) E P&(4’, B(HP-, B)), or H(4’* P) z 
4’ * HP; that is, that H preserve 4’ * P. 0 
Proposition 3.4. In the circumstances of Proposition 3.3, if every functor P: .ht + d 
admits an extension T: X-+ .d, the category % is +-cocomplete. 
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Proof. By Proposition 3.2, #‘* P then exists and is preserved by lir; so that the 
result follows from Proposition 3.3. Cl 
Proof of Theorems 1.1 and 1.2. Having Proposition 2.2, it remains only to show 
that, in the circumstances of those theorems, % is cfi-cocomplete when & and 9J 
are so and H is ~-cocontinuous. We apply Proposition 3.4 to any 4 E @. In the 
case of Theorem 1.1, P admits trivially an extension T, since A is all of %. In the 
case of Theorem 1.2, we get an extension T of P by taking Trz, for y1 EN, to be 
the terminal object 1 of Se; this does give an extension, since there are in _7C no 
maps n--+ m with n E X and m E 4.. 0 
4. A counter-example 
If the category %’ were always #-cocomplete in the situation of Proposition 3.3, 
we should of course have a proof that dj’ = @ *. However % need not be 
+-cocomplete. 
Consider the graph given by two objects X and Y and two arrows e : X+ X and 
f : X-+ Y, and let 5’C be the category generated by this graph with the unique 
relation fe = J Let b, : kYop+ Set send Y to 0, send X to 2, and send e to the 
non-identity permutation of 2; then the J& of Section 3 is the full subcategory of _?t 
determined by X. To give a functor P : .A! + d is to give an object A4 of d and an 
endomorphism u of M; to give a functor T: X+ s4 is to give such an M and U, as 
well as an object N of .& and a morphism u : M* N with uu = U. It is easy to see 
that each of the colimits 4’ * P and 6 * T is the coequalizer of the pair 
u’, 1: M-+ M, existing precisely when this coequalizer exists. To say that & is 
#‘-cocomplete is to say that the coequalizer of u2 and 1 exists for every 
endomorphism v; to say that it is +cocomplete is to say that this coequalizer 
exists whenever the endomorphism u satisfies uu = u for some map U. Finally, to 
say that (3.4) is false is to say that there is some map W: M+ L with WU’ = W. 
Consider the graph given by two objects E and F and two arrows p : E * E and 
q : E-+ F, and let d be the category generated by this graph with the relations 
p4 = 1 and qp’ = q. The non-identity maps of & being p, p’, p”, q, and qp, the 
only endomorphisms II in d with uu = u for some u are the identities and p*; since 
each such u has u2 = 1, the category d is +-cocomplete. 
Take for 58 the unit category 1= {*} and for H : ~4 -+ .%I the unique functor; of 
course 93 is #-cocomplete and H is #-cocontinuous. Yet 55 is not (b-cocomplete. 
Let S: X+ V send X to UE and Y to V*, with Se = Up and Sf the unique map 
UE-+ V* in %. Now SJ = UP where P : ~2 * d corresponds to the endomor- 
phism p; and (3.4) is false because qp2 = q. Since p2 and 1 have no coequalizer in 
&, the colimit 4’ * P does not exist; by Proposition 3.3, therefore, 4 * S does not 
exist. 
In the situation of Proposition 3.3, with (3.3) satisfied and (3.4) false, +*S 
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may fail to exist even when Cp’ * P does exist; for the latter need not be preserved 
by H. For an example, keep X and (p as above, and let ,% be the category 
generated by the graph with three objects E, F, G and arrows p: E--+ E, 
q: E--S F, r: F-+ F, s: F-+ G, with the relations p4 = 1, rq = qp, r2 = 1, and 
sr = s. Since p2 and 1 have the coequalizer q, while p4 = 1 and r2 = 1, the category 
B is #-cocomplete. Take for J& the full subcategory of 93 determined by E and F; 
clearly d is closed in 9% under +colimits, and is hence itself #-~ocomplete. In 
fact, however, the only +-colimits in ~2 are the coequalizers of the pair l,, 1, and 
of the pair l,, 1,; for there is no map w in A with wp = w. Accordingly any 
functor H : d -, 93 whatsoever is 4 -cocontinuous. We in fact define PI by HE = 
E, NF= G, Hp = pt Hq = sq, Hr = 1; it is well defined because Hr. Hq = 
1 = sq = srq = sqp = Nq . Hp, while the other relations are trivially satisfied. 
Let S: X-+ $7 send X to UE and Y to VG, with Se = Up and with Sf : UE -+ VG 
the map sq of %(UE, VG) = Sj(HE, G) = B(E, G); note that S is well defined 
because Sf . Se, being the map sq . Hp of 93, is sqp, which we saw above to equal 
sq = Sf. Once again S.i = UP where P : &I -+ ~4 corresponds to the endomorphism 
p; now, however, 4’ * P exists, since pz and 1 have the coequalizer q in ~2’. It 
follows, of course, that (3.4) is false. Yet #I * S fails to exist, since N: J&-+ B does 
not preserve this coequalizer. 
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